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Lockdown – a recently added word in the lexicon of our lives has suddenly attained so much of 

importance that it is now considered to be one of the effective measures of preventing the spread of 

covid 19 – a menace for the humanity. 

It is true that before two months or so we hadn’t heard of this term but today it’s there on the 

tongue of a toddler of two years also. Something which has been implemented to prevent this 

deadly flu is somehow proving out to be a blessing not only for humans but the nature also. 

Man who was until now caught in the hush-hush of life and was heeding thoughtlessly in order to 

achieve his goals has time now to introspect, take out time for his family and pursue his hobby. He is 

giving time to family and thus the family bonding is getting stronger. 

The lockdown has come as a blessing in disguise for the nature too. The Earth is rejuvenating, 

replenishing and healing rapidly. Our planet Earth is breathing cleaner air. Animals are moving 

around freely in urban areas. Venice canals have cleaned up on their own. Our sacred rivers are 

getting cleaned as the dumping of industrial affluent has reduced. The AIR QUALITY INDEX has 

drastically improved in almost every part of India and abroad since there are very few vehicles on 

roads. The night sky is now studded with shiny stars and is much clearer. 

It is believed that no human efforts have brought such positive changes in the environment and our 

lives. Something which has forced us to be locked in our homes is turning out to be a blessing in 

disguise and surely it has made humans to ponder upon their deeds once again. It is said that earth 

has enough for every ones need but not for anyone’s greed. This lockdown has definitely taught 

humans to stick to basics and take care of mother Earth  in order to lead a beautiful, healthy and 

meaningful life. 
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lockdown-blessing in disguise  

            By tanisha kapoor class-12-C school name- vishwa bharti public school , dwarka 

"In running a race for endless greed, man often forgets his priorities". This lockdown has truly been a 

blessing in disguise for man and for every element of nature as well. Humans are so high paced and 

occupied with their hectic schedules in order to meet their deadlines. In such a situation this 

lockdown,  in our lives has proved to be a blessing.  Not only humans but the nature too is enjoying 

it. In this lockdown we have got the time , which we will never be able to get once normalcy is 

restored. We got the time and space to do the innumerable things we didn't do.  We have got time 

to dive deep within ourselves , introspect ourselves analyse and realise what we need to do and 

what we want to do. When we were running in paucity of time and hastily moving ahead, we forgot 

that we needed 10 minutes of silence to pep talk with the inner voice. Not just man but this 

lockdown has helped the environment to survive and eventually to help us survive. The air quality 

has improved  with few vehicles on the road, the pollution level has been put to a pause. With 

industrial works been stopped ,the green house emissions and industrial affluents are not degrading 

the environment . Today we can see stars shining brighter , clouds clearer and the the environment 

cleaner. Man is a thankless fellow who takes everything for granted . This lockdown has made 

everyone realise the importance of all the things we never felt blessed for. The freedom of moving in 

and out , the handshakes and the hugs , the freedom of eating out and innumerable things which we 

got for nothing but were so precious. 

When this lockdown ends I hope one will be greatful for everything we have got from this 

motherland and we will be reformed responsible citizens of this planet. 
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By Yash Choudhary, Class XII ‘A’,Roll no.34  

We all are at our homes now , some are enjoying with families, some are trying out new recipes and 

also some are waiting and praying for the lockdown to open. In the midst of all the doom and gloom 

and tragedy of the COVID-19 outbreak, there could be one ray of light. Well, creativity comes best 

when in isolation. However, this lockdown which has so many constant slew of stories happening 

around, the creative process has to be revisited. The idea behind this is to let people know how they 

can spend time at home during self-isolation happily. Everyone is working from home, and the best 

idea is to create something productive with strong collaboration. Never ever since the advent of 

humanity and its recorded history has the world been so genuinely secular and united just to be able 

to survive and save itself from this cataclysm and everyone only worrying about the most basic need 

of Food, Shelter, Clothing and Relatives . Everyone is wishing well for everyone else just to ensure 

selfpreservation. Of course there is a huge loss of economy of our country but yes, it can be gain 

again. The ancillary benefit of Covid-19 lock down being witnessed in the form smog giving way to 

clear skies, birds chirping in the sky, marine life showing signs of increase activity with dolphins 

appearing on the western coast of our India, though temporary but has come amidst the halt of 

industrial activities and diminishing travel for non-essential services making it very clear that humans 

didn’t let nature breathe. It was only a few months back when our cities were again in limelight for 

letting their citizens breathe some of the most toxic air on our earth. Well, all this are showing the 

good impact of lockdown. This also teaches the humans to have some sympathy towards the nature. 

This is a pandemic now. It can’t be eliminated. But what we can do is reduce its impact. If we reduce 

the infections as much as possible, our healthcare system will be able to handle cases much better, 

driving the fatality rate down. And, if we spread this over time, we will reach a point where the rest 

of society can be vaccinated, eliminating the risk altogether. So our goal is not to eliminate 

coronavirus infection . It’s to postpone them. The more we postpone cases, the better the 

healthcare system can function. At last, I want conclude that SOCIAL DISTANCING is only the way. So, 

STAY HOME, STAY . -By YASH CHOUDHARY 
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LOCKDOWN — Blessings in Disguise 

by Yash Chauhan , XII-C , VBPS,Dwk 

 

 

Citizens Lockdown , Wildlife LockIn 

 

The year 2020 is the beginning of new decade celebrated on December 31,2019 with myriad 

New Year Resolutions and now the year is teaching Resolve and Restraint to humanity through 

Lockdown in almost two hundred Nations. To break the cycle of Novel Cureless Infection which was 
exotic to India , Lockdown has drawn a Lakshman Rekha on our doors and has given numerous 

blessings ranging from Ethical to Biological transformations. It has been successful to establish 
resolve of our duties in National Interest with emphasis on " the world is Healthy when we are 
Healthy".  

Restraint  i.e., Social Distancing shows our patience and discipline .   

 

The Hot Environment also got a Cooling Period. Lockdown is reviving the Ecosystem. On April 22, 

2020 was celebrated amid Lockdown i.e., without any summit , seminar, monologues , protests , 

vigilance missions , etc. — all nearly deception , but today Mother Earth feels most exuberant , 

lively and  healthy. What couldn't be done in decades , has itself taken a reboot. The Holy  
Ganges  is historical pure and divine again , which was impossible even after spending ₹ 30,000 
Crores . The cleaner air blesses locals of Ludhiana to gaze  Himalayan Ranges every morning and 
Stargazers gaze Galaxies every night. 

 



What the occupational workforce demaned i.e., more weekends , now the Lockdown gifts 
unprecedented Sundays everyday. People enjoying indoors watching TV , Gardening , hearing 

Sparrows , awaiting arduously for Ramayana's moral lessons every 9 am and 9 pm. Where Work 

from Home is a slogan to switch to Digital India , women also abandoning the perception of 
cooking as a sign of domestication , thereby fulfilling demands of foodie members with culinary 

discoveries. Geographical concept of Places of Worship now switched to Worship from Soul. 
Celebration of festivals all over the world changed. 

 

Covid 19 is an attack on Economic Disparity as no monetary facility can prevent a rich or poor 

other the remedy of Lockdown and Social Distancing. Pandemic shows its attitude of Socialism , 

equality and Secularism.  Thus , the Pandemic also prepares us mentally for the future. It has also 

given people a fresh perspective to look at the doctors, sanitary workers , police , railways and 

postal personnel , govt. staffers , shopkeepers etc. , with  gratitude and significance as all are 

engaged in this most humanitarian resolution of 2020. 

 

The Government of India aims at saving lives as priority with also to continue progress to  

develop Nation through  Lock In to prepare for future. India's people-driven battle against COVID 

19 will be discussed with appreciation for citizens' resolve when the world discusses the crisis 

later. 

 


